Troubleshooting support for XSG3NA in combination with FireFly Vega Touch
automation system for REV vehicles.
Affected part numbers:
- XS90115CB1
- XS90115MS91
- XS90115M104C1

XSG3NA G3B Core
XSG3NA S9 Monitor
XSG3NA 10.4 Monitor

Related software versions:
System OS: 0.81
Navi OS: 0.31
Related vehicle models:
- American Coach Eagle (2018/2019)
- American Coach Dream (2018/2019)
- Monaco Signature (2018/2019)
Introduction
This document is drafted to support troubleshooting with the G3 in the related vehicles towards the
connection between the G3 and the FireFly VegaTouch interface.
Background
The Vega Touch system as developed by FireFly is a total coach control system that allows owners to
control the convenience functions of the vehicle either through a wall mounted display, an iPad
application or via the display of their G3 display. These convenience functions include lighting
control, shade control, AV distribution, etc.
Connections
As the integrated CAN controller of the G3 is already connected to the J1939 CAN network to support
TPMS and MobilEye applications, we use the XSCAN to make the connection towards the FireFly RV-C
network as shown below.
XSG3NA

XSCAN
Serial

CAN

RV-C network

The XSCAN translates the CAN messages to a serial format for the G3 in order to be able to send and
receive the information via the CVS port on the core. In some vehicles, you will also see an additional
CVS camera switcher connected.
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Investigation
After a number of issues arising on the plant level with the XSCAN – FireFly connections, we have
investigated the issue with the REV engineers there. The problem is that the XSCAN stopped
communicating with the network after a random amount of time. The symptoms shown in this
failure state is that the XSCAN is completely unresponsive to either the CAN network or towards the
radio.
Upon checking the XSCAN itself, it shows that the controller reaches a non-functional state. After a
complete disconnect from all connections (power, radio, RVC network and if needed CVS camera
switcher), it will become live again when connected. But the time to fail might be a couple of
hours/days/weeks. The same state however would reached at some point and time.
We found that the root cause of the issue seems to be in the data management on the network. At
certain times, the network traffic reaches the absolute max bitrates and might even go over it. As the
XSCAN needs to translate all the messages to a serial format to the radio, the XSCAN needs a couple
of milliseconds to execute that job. If the period of maximum traffic is prolonged, it can cause buffer
errors leading to a fail scenario.
In the 0.81 firmware version the speed setting between the XSCAN and the Radio is set 1:1 towards
the network. Meaning that the XSCAN transmits data @ 250 Kbits/s similar to that of the RV-C
network.
In order to validate that the traffic on the network was causing the problem, we created the “0.81VT” version. This version basically set the speed to 2:1, which means that the speed between the
XSCAN and radio is 500 Kbits/s allowing it to compensate easier for high traffic periods.
For a period of about 3-4 weeks, we have worked with REV to validate that this change solves the
problem. Validation was done on vehicles that left production to go to the delivery area. Here, the
coaches were re-flashed with this “VT” version and then monitored daily to ensure the problem did
not reappear. Up to the date of drafting this document, no issues have been found with the VT
version.
In field service
If customers or dealers are calling in with REV coaches where the VegaTouch functionality is not
working (unable to switch lights on/off, etc), it is recommended to follow these steps:
1. Disconnect the XSCAN completely from all devices and power. There can be 3 or 4
connections to the XSCAN
2. Update the G3 core with the “0.81-VT” upgrade file available on the WMS firmware page
3. After updating is completed, connect the XSCAN in the following sequence:
a. Power connection
b. 4-pin to Radio Core connection
c. 3-pin to RV-C connection
d. 4-pin to CVS switcher (if installed, depending on coach specification)
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If customers or dealers are calling in with REV coaches where only part of the VegaTouch interface is
working, (for example the shades are working, but the lights are not), these calls should be
forwarded to FireFly. This indicates that communication between all components is available, but
some commands are not properly executed.
Here is a screenshot of what the VegaTouch screen looks like in these vehicles:
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